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PRE-APPLICATION CONSULTATION MEETING FOR THE CHANGE IN LAND USE AND
DEVELOPMENT OF A RETIREMENT VILLAGE ON ERF 2893, HARTENBOS HEUWELS

DATE OF MEETING: 4 FEBRUARY 2020

Present:

Cathy Avierinos (CA) HilLand Environmental
Francois Naude (FN) DEADP - George Office
Danie Swanepoel (DS) DEADP - George Office

Introduction:

CA - highlighted the location for the proposal for change the current land use of the
property from a church to the development of a retirement village.

DEADP provided comments (2015-11-05) on the applicability of the environmental
impact assessment, 2014: for the proposed residential development o Erf 2893, which
included the development of 44 dwellings. It was highlighted in the comments that
listed activities in relation to the clearance of vegetation will be triggered and as such a
basic assessment process needs to be followed.

Discussion of current proposal:

CA - discussed the current proposal to develop a retirement village on the property
instead of a church (for what the property is currently zoned for).

As the property will require re-zoning a basic assessment process will be followed.

The clearance of more than 300 m2 and 1ha will be required and the construction will
occur of the entire property which is just more than 1.3 ha - FN and DS agreed.

The existing condition of the site was discussed - following the fire, the property restored
well and consists of mostly restored indigenous vegetation. However, for the
development of the approved church and parking area, the clearance of the entire
property would have occurred. As such, the change in the land use will make no
difference to the clearance of vegetation. The impact of clearing the property for the
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development of a church and parking area will be greater, as no open space /
gardening areas will form part of the layout.

The development of the church will be regarded as the no-go alternative and as such
the impact will be the same as the preferred alternative.

It was highlighted that a botanical specialist was already commissioned by the date of
this meeting.

It was highlighted by CA that the site is serviced, however, it was not yet used for its
intended purpose.

FN highlighted that a traffic impact assessment (TIA) might be required.

A discussion was held if the listed activity for the construction of roads will be required,
and it was agreed upon that the property is located within the urban edge and within
a urban area (surrounded by residential dwelling) and as such, this activity will not be
triggered.

CA highlighted that there is a built detention pond on the property and it was agreed
that this detention pond must be taken into account within the layout.

FN and DS highlighted that the use of rainwater tanks is recommended.

A discussion was held on the adjacent municipal open space area. CA highlighted that
although some areas are in a good condition, there is evidence of dumping of material
and increase in alien vegetation following the fire.

FN and DS highlighted the need for the incorporation of firebreaks and that the
municipal open space will most likely require ecological burns if and when required.

CA proposed the use of rescued plants and topsoil from the property to rehabilitate the
municipal open space areas that requires rehab / within areas where it will benefit the
community as FN highlighted.

The transfer of the property from its current owner (the church) to the applicant is
underway.

It was recommended by FN and DS that the EA is limited to the end date (end of
construction) and that management of the property falls under the operational phase.


